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A model is presented which incorporates the advantages of a mixed 
mode simulation to characterize transmission line behavior in multiple cou-
t 
pled Transmist.on line systems. The model is intended for use by digital cir-
r 
cuit designers who wish to be able to obtain accurate transmission line be-
havior for complex digital systems for which continuous time simulation 
\y 
tools such as SPICE would fme prohibitive. 
2 
The model uses a transverse electromagnetic wave approximation to 
obtain solutions to the basic transmission line equations. A modal analysis 
technique is used to solve for the attenuation and propagation constants for 
the transmission lines. Modal analysis done in the frequency domain after a 
Fast Fourier Transform of the time-domain input signals. Boundary condi-
tions are obtained from the Thevinized transmission line input equivalent 
circuit and the transmission line output load impedance. 
The model uses a unique solution queue system that allows n-line 
coupled transmission lines to be solved without resorting to large order ma-
trix methods or the need to diagonals larger matrices using linear transfor-
mations. This solution queue system is based on the method of solution su-
perposition. As a result, the CPU time required for the model is primarily a 
function of the number of transitions and not the number of lines modeled. 
Incorporation of the model into event driven circuit simulators such 
as Network Cis discussed. It will be shown that the solution queue methods 
used in this model make it ideally suited for incorporation into a event-
driven simulation network. 
The model presented in this thesis can be scaled to incorporate direct 
electromagnetic coupling between first, second, or third lines adjacent to the 
line transitioning. It is shown that modeling strictly adjacent line coupling 
is adequate for typical digital technologies. 
It is shown that the model accurately reproduces the transmission 
line behavior of systems modeled by previous authors. Example transitions 
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CHAPTER I 
MICROSTRIP TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL 
BACKGROUND AND MODEL DESCRIPTION 
Device interconnect has become an increasingly important concern for 
high speed digital circuit design. As clock rates approach 100 Mhz, metal 
line pitch decreases to sub-micron dimensions, and die size increases to 
greater than 1 square centimeter, circuit interconnect will experience line 
delays and cross-talk of increasing relative proportions. Device reliability 
and circuit clock rate may be adversely affected by interconnect line delay 
and line to line cross talk. Modeling this cross talk and line delay based on 
interconnect topography aids the circuit designer in determining what levels 
of signal over-shoot and signal under-shoot the input and output drivers on 
a data bus must be able to tolerate for a given technology. In addition, the 
layout designer may be limited by the the magnitude of the cross talk al-
lowed for a given circuit design, and must set the interconnect pitch, inter-
connect metal, or dielectric material accordingly to stay within the specified 
limits. 
Several transmission line models exist that use various techniques to 
solve the transmission line equations for multiple coupled parallel 
microstrip lines. These methods include modal analysis in the frequency do-
2 
main [1,2], modal analysis in the time domain [3,4,5], modal analysis com-
bined with linear transformations of the transmission line matrices [6,7], 
convolution techniques [8,9,10], and finite difference time stepping tech-
niques [11]. However, none of these modeling techniques has been adapted 
for mixed-mode (digital/analog) circuit simulation. This thesis introduces a 
transmission line model ideally suited for mixed mode digital/analog circuit 
simulators. The model incorporates modal analysis in the frequency domain 
as well as a Fast Fourier Transform technique to convert time domain sig-
nals to the frequency domain. 
One of the unique features of this model is that it is designed to be 
incorporated into a mixed mode digital/analog simulation environment. This 
is accomplished by calculating the numerical solutions to the transmission 
line equations when triggered by a digital input node transition. Such tran-
sitions are typically referred to as II events II. Circuit simulators that use both 
digital and analog signals are referred to as event driven simulators. 
Solution superposition is used to allow simulation of multiple line 
transitions. In this manner the model is able to simulate n-line systems. The 
fact that the model is event driven and uses solution superposition allow for 
more efficient simulation of multiple coupled transmission lines than purely 
analog methods for large scale digital circuit simulation. 
Figure 1 illustrates how digital circuit interconnect simulation applies 
to the process of VLSI digital chip design. Once the logic design is defined, 
the digital circuit design must take in to account timing limitations associ-
ated with the interconnect of digital functional blocks. The process intercon 
3 
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Figure 1. The Digital VLSI design process. 
nect parasitic parameters are used during the modeling of the interconnect 
behavior. The results of the interconnect simulation may require modifica-
tion of either the circuit design or the circuit layout design to achieve the de-
sired timing goals. 
The model presented has several features that make it desirable for 
event driven simulation. One feature is that the numerical algorithms deter-
mine the solution for 3-line subsystems of a larger n-line network. This al-
lows for reduced CPU usage during the numerically intensive portions of the 
simulator. Solutions for lines not affected by the event are not calculated. 
Superposition is used to incorporate the three-line solution onto the solu-
tions for a n-line system. In this manner a n-line coupled microstrip system 
(i.e. a 32 bit data bus) can be modeled for an arbitrary number of transi-
tions. The total number of lines to be modeled and the total number of tran-
sitions can be easily scaled. CPU time is primarily a function of the number 
of transitions and not the number oflines modeled. 
If the cross talk or "fan-out" of the electromagnetic coupling between 
lines affect more than the lines adjacent to the line transitioning, the model 
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can be scaled from a three line system to a five, seven, or nine line system as 
necessary to account for the coupling. This unique feature of the model al-
lows the user to simultaneously solve for as many lines as are required for a 
single transition to completely model systems with more than adjacent line 
coupling. It will be shown later that three line solutions are adequate for 
modeling modern on-chip IC interconnect. 
Another advantage of the model presented in this thesis is that it is 
event driven. Node voltage solution values for the input and output nodes of 
the n-line transmission line system are stored in individual arrays with ar-
ray pointers controlled by the clock of the simulator. If no transition (or 
"event") occurs on the input nodes of the transmission line during any given 
portion of the simulation, no numerical solution is called by the model and 
the output node voltages are determined by the last steady-state voltage 
from previous transitions. The model's numerically intensive subroutines 
are called only during events that result in transition of the input node to 
the transmission lines. This type of simulation is commonly referred to as 
event driven simulation. A circuit simulator that takes advantage of mixed 
mode simulation is Network C [12]. Implementation of this model in Net-
work C is discussed in Chapter III. 
The model presented in this thesis also contains disadvantages when 
compared to other methods of transmission line simulation. All values of re-
sistance, capacitance, and inductance are considered to be frequency and 
voltage independent. Therefore only linear systems can be modeled. In addi-
tion, this model has not taken advantage of all available numerical tech-
5 
niques to reduce the solution calculations. Finally, this model has not taken 
advantage of programming techniques such as solution caching or dynamic 
memory allocation to improve CPU usage and memory management. How-
ever, there is nothing inherent in the general modeling technique presented 
that would prevent these limitations from being overcome. 
This thesis will discuss the mathematical description of multiple cou-
pled transmission lines, the numerical solution techniques used, and the 
programming algorithm used to calculate the solutions. CPU efficiency as a 
function of number of lines solved simultaneously is discussed. A com pari-
son of the results of this model to the work of others is made. The model is 
then used to simulate a typical 8-line system for multiple transitions. Fi-
nally future model enhancements are discussed. 
This thesis presents an alternative method for multiple coupled 
transmission line modeling that is particularly suited for mixed signal digi-
tal/analog or "event driven" simulation. The numerical methodology used to 
determine the solution to the transmission line equations for a given set of 
input node signals is discussed in detail in chapter II. 
CHAPTER II 
WAVE BEHAVIOR OF MICRO STRIP LINES 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION 
Transmission lines can be considered to be passive circuit elements 
that contain resistive, capacitive, and inductive components. Transmission 
line systems that have no net energy loss due to series resistance elements 
from the input to the output are termed lossless transmission lines. Trans-
mission lines that do contain series resistance elements are termed lossy 
transmission lines. The model presented in this thesis can calculate solu-
tions for both lossy and lossless transmission line systems. 
Transmission line behavior has been characterized using the trans-
verse electromagnetic wave approximation (TEM) [13, 14]. The TEM ap-
proximation assumes that the transmission line exists in a homogeneous 
medium such that the signals propagate along the line as transverse electro-
magnetic waves. This assumption allows the use of Maxwell's equations to 
derive a mathematical description of the electromagnetic wave propagating 
along the transmission line. Using Maxwell's equations the following mathe-
matical description of a transmission line is derived: 
Ov(x,t) Oi(x,t) 




__ =- G(v(x,t))- C (2) 
Sx St 
Both voltage and current are a function of position along the trans-
mission line and time. R, L, G, and C represent the transmission line resis-
tance, inductance, admittance and capacitance per unit length and are con-
sidered time invariant. Equations (1) and (2) will be used along with the in-
put and output node voltage values to establish a boundary value problem 
from which the wave equations describing the signal propagation along the 
transmission line will be derived. 
Several techniques have been used to determine the solution to the 
transmission line equations. These include finite difference methods in the 
time domain, time domain modal analysis, and frequency domain modal 
analysis. Frequency domain modal analysis has been chosen in this work 
due to the efficiency of this approach over time stepping finite difference 
methods [11]. A detailed description of how the program solves the modal 
analysis problem is given in Chapter III. 
The equivalent circuit representing a single microstrip line is shown 
in figure 2. The transmission line is represented by a "T" equivalent circuit 
with distributed inductive, resistive, and capacitive elements. The transmis-
sion line is connected to a source and a load. The source end consists of a 
Thevinized voltage source and series source impedance. The load is repre-
sented by an equivalent load impedance. The variable x denotes the spatial 
distance along the length of the transmission line. For a line of length 1, the 
input voltage value at x=O and the output voltage value at x=l will be used 
as boundary values to establish the solutions to equations (1) and (2). 
~VUI~-- x=O Transmission Line x=l 
1\1\fv-~c--L ~ 
TT 
Figure 2. Transmission line equivalent circuit. 
Load 
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Multiple parallel microstrip lines are represented in Figure 3. These 
lines may be modeled in the same manner as a single microstrip line with 
the individual elements of the model now represented by a matrix of ele-
ments representing both self and mutual resistive, inductive, and capacitive 
values. This can be mathematically expressed in the form of the basic trans-
mission line equation. The R, L, G, and C values of the transmission line 
equation are replaced with [R], [L], [G], and [C] matrices with r 1p r 22 , r 33 , 
... rnn' and 111 , 122, 133, ••• Inn' etc. representing the self resistance, inductance, 
conductance and capacitance values. 
v 
J '-
1 I I I I ------ -------------- -- --- --- --- ---- - - - - -
Figure 3. Multiple Mircrostrip Transmission Lines. 
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The off-diagonal elements r nm' lnm' etc. (n not equal to m) represent 
the mutual resistance, inductance, conductance, and capacitance values. As 
stated previously the behavior of the signal being modeled is assumed to be 
a transverse electromagnetic wave (TEM wave). As such, a exponential 
wave solution that is both a function of position and time will be used. If 
this solution is taken to be of the form eirot-yx, the transmission line equation 
can be expressed as a eigenvalue/eigenvector problem. 
r r r ... r 1 1 1 :r 1 II I2 I3 In II I2 I In 
2I r22 123 ··· r 2n ~I 122 ~3 12n 
[RJ = I [L] = 
~I 132 ~3 ··· ~n JI r~2 r~3 ... r?n . . . 
r~I rn2 rn3 ··· ~n 1~I 1 ~2 h3 ... b 
~I ,2 ¥3 ·· ~n ell 12 13 ··· ln 
~1 ~2 ~3··· ~n '2I '22 '23 ··· 2n 
[G] = I 
&.32 &.33 ··· &.3n 
[C] = 
§I ~I '32 ~3 ··· '3n . . . . . 
&ni ~2 ~3 .. ~ en I ~2 'h3 ... cnn 
In matrix form, equations (1) and (2) become: 
o[v] o[i] 
_ = -[R][i] -[L] __ (3) 
ox ot 
o[i] o[v] 
_ = -[G][v] -[C] _ (4) 
ox ot 
Assuming [v(x,t)] and [i(x,t)] have the form: 
with 









y is a complex number with the real component of y is termed the 
wave attenuation constant (a), and the imaginary component of y represents 
the wave propagation constant (p). y will be purely imaginary for lossless 
transmission lines, and will have both real and imaginary components for 
lossy lines. The propagation constant represents the wave velocity of the line 
and will ultimately determine the line delay for a given line length and load. 
Next, substituting (5) into (3) and (6) into (4) one obtains: 
-V 
0 




= ~ { [G] - jro[C]} 
'Yn 
Using (7) and (8) to solve for y. 
~ = { [R] + jro[L]} { [G] - jro[C]} 
which can be translated to: 
(A[I] +[Y] [Z] )[S1] = 0 








[I] = identity matrix 
A=Y 
[Z] = [R] + jro[L] 
[Y] = [G] - jro[C] 
The solution to (lOB) consists of a (nxn) voltage eigenvector matrix 
[SvJ representing n modes of propagation. These "modes" result from the fact 
that for given a (nxn) matrix [A], there exists n eigenvalues and n 
eigenvectors that satisfy the basic eigenvalue problem: 
or 
with 
[A][E]n = An[E]n 
(An[l] - [A])[E]n = 0 
[E]n =nth eigenvector 
An= nth eigenvalue 
Physically the n modes can be considered to be describing character-
istic transverse electromagnetic waves propagating through the transmis-
sion line that are determined by the impedance and admittance properties of 
the lines. The parameters that determine the modes of propagation for a 
transmission line system are the [R], [L], [G], and [C] matrices and fre-
quency. The voltage and current eigenvectors are related as follows: 
let 
[r] = diag[yl' y2, y3, ···'Yn] 
and define Zc such that: 
[ v(x,t)] = [ZcJ [i(x,t)] 
Then the voltage and current eigenvectors are related by: 
[Zcl = [SvHS1r1 
or 




The current eigenvector can be derived from (lOA) directly, or from equa-
tion (11) once the voltage eigenvector is derived from (lOB). 
The boundary values for line voltages and currents are shown in 
equations (13) and (14) as being the summation of the forward traveling and 
reverse traveling wave solutions. The boundary value problem arises from 
the need to relate the end-of-line current and voltage values to those values 
represented by the TEM waves traveling the length of the transmission line. 
Boundary conditions (voltage and current) for the source end of the circuit 
are set by nodal analysis of the equivalent circuit network for the source il-
lustrated in figure 3. The object of the boundary value problem is to deter-
mine the coefficients W+(O) and w-(0) in equations (13) and (14) for the for-
ward traveling and reverse traveling waves at x=O and x =1. 
[V(x)] = [Sv]([W+(O)e-rx] + [W-(O)e+rx]) (13) 
with 
and 
[l(x)] = [Y c][Sv]([W+(O)e-'P'] - [W-(O)e+'P']) 
'Y = (yl' 'Y2' 'Y3' •·· 'Yn) 
[Yc] = [Zcrt 
13 
(14) 
The forward and reverse wave coefficients w+(O) and w-co) are deter-
mined from the voltage and current values of the input and load nodes as 
follows: The input node voltage for the transmission line is the applied in-
put voltage less the voltage drop due to the transmission line input imped-
ance. Therefore the input node voltage on the transmission line is expressed: 
[V (0)] = [E] - [ZG] [1(0)] (15) 
[E] is the source voltage matrix, [ZcJ is the series source impedance 
matrix. The output node voltage of the transmission line is determined by 
the voltage drop across the load: 
[V(l)] = [Z1][1(1)] (16) 
[ZL] is the load impedance matrix. 
V(O) is the voltage at the transmission line input node, and V(l) is the 
voltage at the output node of the transmission line. Equations (13), (14), 
(15), and (16) lead to a set of linear equations from which w+(O) and W(O) 
are determined. · 
Substituting the input node voltage from equation (15) into equation 
14 
(13) with x = 0 one obtains: 
[E] - [ZG][l(O)] = [Sy](W+(O) +W-(0)) 
or 
[E] = [SJ(W+(O) + w-(0)) + [ZJ[I(O)] (17) 
Substituting equation (14) for the input node current at x=O into equation 
( 17) one obtains: 
[E] = [8v](W+(O) + W"(O))- [ZG][Y cJ[Sy](W+(O)- W"(O)) (18) 
substituting equation (16) into equations (13) and (14) with x=l one obtains: 
W+(O)[e-r1](1-[ZL][Yc]) + w-(O)[e+ri](l+[~][Yc]) = 0 (19) 
Equations (18) and (19) are a pair of linear equations in which W+(O) 
and w-(0) can be solved. Once these coefficients are determined, the input 
and output node voltages are solved using equations (13) and (14). 
These voltages are obtained in the frequency domain at each fre-
quency determined by a FFT of the time domain signal [15]. The original in-
put signal that is contained in the [E] vector is transformed to the frequency 
domain using a FFT algorithm. In the frequency domain the values of the 
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source impedance, load impedance, characteristic admittance, and 'Y are 
constant for each frequency from the frequency transformed input vector 
[E]. The solutions determined from equations (13) and (14) in the frequency 
domain represent the frequency response of the transformed input signal to 
the transmission line system. A reverse FFT is done on the solutions once 
they are determined for all of the frequencies called for by the FFT to obtain 
the time domain response. 
The methodology used to calculate the solution to the transmission 
line equation can be considered to be "brute force" . No linear transforma-
tions of the matrix equations are done to improve mathematical efficiency. 
The reason that this is acceptable in the model presented is that the maxi-
mum size of the matrix equations to be solved is (3 x 3). Other authors have 
used approaches which use linear transformations of the matrix equations 
to convert them to tri-diagonal Topolitz form [7] or to diagonal matrix form 
[10] to allow the eigenvalues and eigenvectors to be more easily obtained. 
Since the size of the matrices in the model presented in this thesis is only 3 
x 3, no advantage is gained by doing such linear transformations. 
The fact that the model uses superposition of solutions to limit the 
size of the matrices allows for simple programming algorithms to obtain the 
solutions directly. No approximations need to be made about the values of 
off-diagonal elements to calculate the solutions to reduce CPU time. 'fhis 
accuracy combined with the fact that the numerical solution algorithms are 
event driven allow the user to get exact solutions for transmission line sys-
tems with computational efficiency. 
CHAPTER III 
PROGRAM STRUCTURE 
The transmission line model developed in chapter II is written in the 
C programming language. This was done to allow for compatibility with 
mixed mode circuit simulators such as Network Cor other functional simu-
lators that allow "foreign" models to be used. Network Cis a mixed mode 
circuit simulator that allows for both continuous time calculation and dis-
crete event simulation. Network Cis a super-set of the C programming lan-
guage. It is designed to allow easy incorporation of user defined models for 
circuit simulation. The hierarchical nature of circuit descriptions in Net-
work C are such that models of various levels of abstraction can be used in 
the same simulation. Calls to models that perform continuous time calcula-
tions can be triggered by digital events. This is particularly useful for large 
scale digital circuit modeling in which the circuit complexity would prohibit 
a complete simultaneous SPICE simulation and yet the analog response of 
the system is desired. Functional blocks of the digital circuit can be mod-
eled with simple functional models, while areas of interest such as digital 
functional block input/output and interconnect can be modeled for the con-
tinuous analog response. The transmission line model presented in this the-
sis is particularly suited to be used with the Network C circuit simulator 
due to it's ability to calculate the numerical solution when triggered by in-
put node events. 
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The model consists of several functional blocks illustrated in figure 
(4). Block 1 contains the model to network interface. This block controls 
event driven model calling, and the time domain voltage and current values 
for the input and output nodes of the transmission line. The equivalent in-
put and output circuits for the transmission line from Figure (3), represent-
ing for example digitally controlled line drivers, reside in the first functional 
block. Block 2 contains the queue for superimposing solutions of each of the 
lines, and determining which lines will be passed to block 3 for numerical 
analysis. 
Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 
~ ~ 
Model 
' ~drninistratior ~ Network / and / Numerical 
Interface l/ Solution l/ Analysis 
' Queues ' 
Figure 4. General Program Structure. 
The third and final functional block determines the numerical solu-
tion for the transmission line system and returns the time-domain values to 
the 2nd "administrative" functional block. 
Figure (5) is an illustration of the data path that the voltage signals 
follow in the transmission line model. The time-domain voltage signal data 
originates from n-input arrays that represent the time-domain input node 
voltage values. These signals originate as solutions to the equivalent circuit 
at the input node of the transmission line and stored in data arrays. The in 
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put node solutions are called when triggered by an event on the appropriate 
node. These signals may also contain voltage values that were the results of 
previous transitions on the line or lines adjacent to them. The signals for the 
"event" line and the two lines adjacent to it are passed to a subroutine that 
generates a mirror-symmetric signal in the second half of the three arrays. 
Due to the periodic nature of the FFT, signals passed to the FFT and back 
n-line input node arrays 3 arrays- one event mirror-symmetric array generated 
I! I 
and two adjacent lines. 
21 I 
3l Adjacent line Array 
41 Event Line Array 


















n-line output node arrays 
OUtP.Ut tl I 
soY8g~ns 2l I 
-? 3l Adjacent line Array 
~ 4J Event Line Array 




Figure 5. Data Path for Transmission Line Model. 
may become distorted by the FFT algorithm's attempts to make the arbi-
trary signal periodic. By adding the mirror-symmetric signal to the array 
19 
this distortion is avoided. After the numerical solution is completed and the 
signals are transformed back to the time domain, only the first half of the 
solution array containing the physical signal is returned to then-line input 
and output arrays. The second half of these arrays that contained the mirror 
symmetric values of the signal are discarded. 
I ~~~~~t I ) p vu- U-UM> • ~-~•--vuo- I 
I 
Multiply_ to obtain the [Z][Y] 
matrix. Pass th~ [Z~] rn.atn~ 
to the numencat su routtnE;: that 
~turns the eigenva ues and 
eigenvectors 
C,a]culate the _$quare root of the 
eigenvalues. Uenerate a diagonal 
matrix of the square root of 
the eil!envalues (y). 
Use the input voltage values for 
this frequency to solve equations 
(13), (14), (15\,~d (16) Simul-
taneously for vv (0) and w·co). 
Determine the values of V(O) and 
V(l) for this frequency from (13) 
and place the results in the input 
Md Qutput arrays for each line at 
this fi'equency. 













Figure 6. Numerical Calculation Flow Chart. 
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The numerical analysis is done on the input signals. Both the input node 
and output node solutions are placed back into the appropriate arrays in 
the n-line system. A detailed flow chart of the method in which the program 
calculates the numerical solution is illustrated in figure (6). 
Figure (6) is a flow diagram of the algorithm used to solve for the In-
put and output node voltage values for the transmission line in the fre-
quency domain. Once the proper line signals are determined for the event 
line and two adjacent lines, the signals are passed to the numerical subrou-
tine (A). The program then reads in the [R], [L], [G], and [C] matrices from 
external files (B). A FFT subroutine [15] is calculated for each of the three 
input line signals converting them from a voltage spectra as a function of 
time to a voltage spectra that is a function of frequency (C). The frequency of 
the the first voltage value in the transformed array is determined by the 
time step increment (dt) and the value of the array pointer. This is done in 
functional block (D). The user can set the value of dt to obtain the desired 
resolution of the signal. Once the frequency is determined, the [Z] and [Y] 
matrices can be calculated in step (E). The [Z] and [Y] matrices are multi-
plied and the product matrix is sent to the numerical subroutine that solves 
for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the [Z][Y] matrix [16]. The g~a 
matrix from equation (11) is calculated from the eigenvalues in functional 
block (G). The voltage vector [E] is then used along with equations (13), 
(14), (15), and (16) to generate the forward and reverse wave coefficients 
w+(O) and W"(O) in functional block (H). The input and output node voltage 
values are solved for in functional block (I). The program repeats functional 
blocks (D) through (J) until all of the frequencies generated by 
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the FFT subroutine are processed. Mter this is done the complex conjugate 
of each of the solution voltage values is taken in functional block (K). A sec-
ond FFT is done and the signals are converted back to the time domain. 
This is referred to as a reverse FFT. The input and output node solution 
arrays are then passed back to the administrative portion of the program for 
superposition back in to the appropriate locations. 
Any time a transition occurs, the input node on the adjacent lines to 
the transitioning line are repositioned in the input signal storage arrays. 
The reposition procedure involves moving the remaining defined signal of 
the input wave forms to the front of the array to be passed for numerical 
analysis. The remaining elements of the first half of the array (those be-
tween the end of the defined waveform and the halfway point of the array) 
are filled with the last value of the defined input wave form. The last 1/2 of 
the array is filled with the mirror symmetric values of the input waveform 
after the reset and prior to the Fast Fourier Transform. The re-set process 
and mirror-symmetric signal generation are illustrated in figure (7). 
After the numerical solution to a transition is completed and returned 
to the respective input and output arrays, all lines not involved in the tran-
sition are re-set as well. This is done so that the array pointer for any line in 
then-line system is consistently at the same time step for both the lines that 
experienced a transition and the lines that did not. If no transition occurs, 
the model returns the values for the input and output node voltages that are 
stored in their respective arrays and are referenced by the array pointer 
which is stepped by the simulation environment's clock. 
Adjacent line 
input signal prior 
to an event 
Re-set adjacent 
line input signal 
Mirror-symmetric 
signal placed in 
2nd half of the 
array. 
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Figure 7. Adjacent line input array reset and mirror-symmetric 
signal generation. 
The programming methods used to implement this model were con-
ventional. No attempt was made to implement solution caching techniques, 
however this is something that the model can easily be upgraded to accom-
modate. In addition, if dynamic memory allocation for solution storage is 
used, the memory required to run the program will be reduced. 
The programming structure presented lends itself to implementation 
in an event-driven simulation environment. This is due to the fact that the 
model's program structure allows for solutions to be organized and returned 
to the simulator's environment from data arrays that exist independent of 
the numerical portion of the program. The events control how the solution 
arrays are filled. If no events occur, then the solution arrays will be filled 
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with the last steady-state values of the transmission line input or output 
node voltages. It is this feature that allows this model to efficiently simu-
late the analog response of larger digital systems. 
CHAPTER IV 
NUMERICAL SIMULATION 
NEAREST NEIGHBOR ANALYSIS 
The order of the matrix equations to be solved, and therefore the 
CPU time required, is determined by the number of lines in the circuit being 
modeled for each individual transition. As will be shown later, computa-
tional time is reduced by limiting the number of lines and therefore the or-
der of the matrix to 3. This is accomplished for larger order systems by pass-
ing only the signal generating line and it's two nearest neighbors on either 
side to the numerical portion of the model during an event. 
This "nearest neighbor" approximation is justified by examining the 
response of a 5 line system representing a 0.8 micron space interconnect 
technology. The technology used for this discussion consists of a triple metal 
process with Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) Si02 
dielectric. The metal lines modeled here represent the first layer of metal. 
Figure (8) shows the response of the output of a 5 line system with 1 em in-
terconnect length. Line 2 represents the line in which a signal is presented 
at the input, and lines 0,1,3,4 represent the "nearest neighbor" lines with 
the inputs held at ground. The output signals are plotted vs time for a typi-









signal is apparent on the immediately adjacent lines (1 and 3), and to a 
much lesser extent on the next lines out (0 and 4). The maximum signal 
crosstalk present on the second line away from the signal line is 0.9% of the 
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Figure 8. A 5 line system with a single transition on line 2. 
event "driving" line, the order of the matrices and therefore CPU time can 
be reduced. In this manner larger· systems such as 16 and 32 bit data buses 
can be analyzed without significantly increasing computational time. 
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The model allows the user to determine the size of the crosstalk 
fanout. The user must balance the desired signal size of interest vs the com-
putational efficiency presented by the nearest-neighbor approximation. Fig-
ure (9) is a graph of CPU time vs number of lines simultaneously solved for 
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Figure 9. CPU time vs. number of lines for a single transition. 
These simulations were run on a Digital Equipment Corporation Sys-
tem 5000 computer. CPU time goes up by roughly a factor of 2X between a 
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3-line solution and a 5-line solution. As demonstrated above, a 3-line nearest 
neighbor approximation adequately represents today's technology, however 
the model can accommodate a larger simultaneous solutions for higher 
resolution at the cost of higher CPU time per transition. 
COMPARISON TO PREVIOUS WORK 
To confirm that the numerical section of the transmission line model 
accurately calculates the transmission line behavior of coupled microstrip 
lines, a comparison of the model output for a single transition was made 
with results from A.R. Djordjevic et al. [11] The two line system is illus-
trated in figure (10): 
~ A A Input node 
~tny--o---------------~~ J 1020 
s102Q i lOOQ 
_l_ _l_ 
Figure 10. Two line system from Djordjevic et al. 
The line length for the system is 304.8 mm long, the self inductance of 
each of the lines is 494.6 nH/m the mutual inductance is 63.3 nH/m, the self 
capacitance is 62.8 pF/m and the mutual capacitance is 4.94 pF/m. The volt-
age generator impedance is 50 ohms, and the line is considered lossless, 
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therefore the [R] matrix discussed in chapter II is 0. The load resistance of 
the driven line is 102 ohms, and the adjacent line has a input node imped-
ance of 100 ohms and a output node impedance of 102 ohms. 
Figure (11) and the dashed line in figure (12) shows the input node 
and output node signals on the driven line as a function of time from 
Djordjevic et al. Figure (13) shows the input node and .output node signals 
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Figure 12. The output node signal from Djordjevic [11] 
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Figure 13. The input signal and output node signal from this work. 
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A comparison can be made between figures (11), (12), and (13). The 
input node signal shown in figures (11) and (12) rise at a slew rate of ap-
proximately 2.4 X 109 volts I second. The output node signal represented by 
the dotted line in figure (12) and the double line in figure (13) begins to rise 
after a delay of approximately 1.6 nanoseconds. It reaches it's high value of 
2.5 volts at 3 nanoseconds. The output node signal generated from both 
works has the identical "rounding" effect at the beginning and ending of the 
transitions. From this comparison it is shown that the model presented in 
this work matches the results of others. 
MODELING A 8-LINE SYSTEM WITH MULTIPLE TRANSITIONS 
In order to obtain representative values for the [R], [L], [G], and [C] 
matrices for simulation, measurements were made of total resistance , self 
and mutual capacitance and inductance values on a metal interconnect test 
structure using a typical 0.8 um CMOS technology. The test pattern con-
sisted of interdigitated comb-serpentine metal patterns illustrated in figure 
(14). Capacitance values were measured using a Hewlett-Packard 4275A 
LCR meter on a shielded probe station. Probe and pad capacitive and induc-
tive values were measured independently and subtracted from the total 
measured values. The resistance, self capacitance, and self inductance val-
ues were measured with the substrate grounded and then divided by the 
length of the serpentine metal line to obtain the values per unit length. 
The mutual capacitive and inductive values were measured between the 
interdigitated comb structure and serpentine structure with the substrate 
floating. These values were also divide by the length of the structure 
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and then divided by 2 to obtain the mutual capacitance and inductance val-
ues represented by the off-diagonal elements in the matrix expressions. The 
values used for the [R], [L], [G] and [C] matrices as well as the input series 
impedance and load series impedance matrices are listed in the Appendix. 
For the purpose of simulation a linear ramp was used to represent 
the input signal to the transmission line. Any signal can be used by the pro-
gram however. The slew rate of the input signal was set at 2 X 109 V/sec 
which is typical for high speed digital circuits. Several combinations of 3-
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Figure 14. Interdigitated comb-serpentine metal pattern. 
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Figures (16) and (17) show the same transitions divided and 
overlayed on a 5 volt scale. Transition C represents a single line transition 
from low to high with the two adjacent lines to the primary transitioning 
line at a low value. This transition occurs on line 1 at the 100 picosecond 
point in figures (17) and (18). Lines 0 and 2 are immediately adjacent to 
line 1 and experience a sympathetic pulse of approximately 200 m V in mag-
nitude for a duration of 2 nanoseconds. Transition D is similar to transition 
C with the exception that the two adjacent lines are already at high values. 
Transition D occurs at the 12.5 nanosecond point on line 2. Lines 1 and 3 
are pulsed up to 5.2 volts from 5 volts for approximately 2 nanoseconds due 
to transition D. Worst-case transitions occur in transitions G and Kat the 
10.0 nanosecond point in figure 15 and 5.0 nanosecond point in figure (16) 
respectively. Here two lines are transitioning on either side of a line that is 
TABLE I 
TRANSITIONS SIMULATED IN FIGURES 15, 16. AND 17 
Transition line n-1 linen line n+1 
A LOW LOW->HIGH HIGH 
B LOW HIGH->LO" HIGH 
c LOW LOW->HIGH LOW 
D HIGH LOW->HIGH HIGH 
E LOW HIGH->LOW LOW 
F HIGH HIGH->LOW HIGH 
G LOW->HIGH LOW LOW->HlGHj 
H LOW->HIGH HIGH LOW->HIGH 
I HIGH->LOW HIGH LOW->HIGH 
J HIGH->LOW LOW HIGH->LOW 
K HIGH->LOW HIGH HIGH->LOW 
L LOW->HIGH LOW HIGH->LO~ 
M LOW->HIGH HIGH HIGH->LOW 
--
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Figure 15. Modeled transitions on a 8-line system. 
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held at a constant value. During transition G a low to high transition occurs 
on lines 1 and 3 with line 2 held at the low value. A sympathetic pulse oc-
curs on line 2 that is double the magnitude of single transition pulses at 400 
m V. The duration of the pulse is again about 2 nanoseconds. In the case of 
transition K, lines 5 and 7 transition from high to low with line 6 held at the 
high value. Line 6 momentarily drops to 4.6 volts for 2 nanoseconds due to 
the transitions oflines 5 and 7. 
Transitions H and and J represent transitions that are worst-case 
for pumping adjacent lines outside of the 0 to 5 V range. Transition H occurs 
at 2.5 nanoseconds on lines 5 and 7 with both lines going from low to high 
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above 5 volts due to the transitions on lines 5 and 7. Transition J occurs on 
lines 1 and 3 at 17.5 nanoseconds. Both lines 1 and 3 have transitions from 
high to low simultaneously with line 2 initially in a low state. The transi-
tions on lines 1 and 3 cause line 2 to drop to -400 mV for 2 nanoseconds 
after the initiation of the pulse. 
Mixed transitions are simulated with transitions L and M. Transition 
L occurs at 17.5 nanoseconds. on lines 5 and 7 , with line 5 transitioning be-
tween low to high and line 7 transitions between high to low. The net result 
is that the two adjacent transitions "cancel out" the sympathetic pulse 
that would have occurred on line 6 due to either the transitions on lines 5 of 
individually. Transition M occurs on lines 5 and 7 at 10.0 nanoseconds. In 
the case of transition M, line 5 transitions from low to high at the same 
time line line 7 is transitioning from high to low with line 6 held at the high 
level. The net result is once again a cancellation of the sympathetic pulse 
on line 6 due to the opposing nature of the pulses on lines 5 and 7. 
The simulations run above used a time domain dt of 10 picoseconds 
per time step. Increasing dt has the effect of "roughening" the edges of the 
transitions. This is illustrated in figure (18). A single low to high transition 
is simulated with dt=1.0e-11, l.Oe-10, and 3.0e-10 seconds. It can be seen 
that the curve representing the dt of 3.0e-10 seconds has considerably more 
erratic at the beginning and end of the transition than the 1e-11 curve. The 
time step increment is a user defined value, and must be adjusted to match 
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Figure 18. Low to high transitions with various time steps. 
The example transitions reviewed in this chapter occurred simultane-
ously in many instances to illustrate worst-case transition conditions for 
sympathetic pulse generation. The numerical model does not require that 
the transitions occur simultaneously, and in fact are calculated in a serial 
fashion. The previous simulations were completed using 3-line solutions per 
transition. This could have just as easily been run with 5 or 7 lines per 
transition if the electromagnetic coupling to the second or third lines away 
from the transitioning line was significant. This of course would be at the 
cost of additional CPU time per transition. 
In this chapter it was demonstrated that a 3-line "nearest neighbor" 
approximation adequately simulates line to line cross talk, and that the sec-
ond and third line direct coupling is insignificant for a typical 0.8 micron 
CMOS technology. It was also demonstrated that the model presented in 
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this thesis is capable of replicating the simulation results of previous work. 
The model has also been shown to be able to calculate the transmis-
sion line delay and mutual cross talk for multiple line systems. All possible 
3-line combinations of transitions were simulated on a example 8-line net-
work. The effects of the line to line cross talk were shown to be significant in 
worst-case transitions. Simultaneous adjacent line high to low and adjacent 
line low to high transitions were shown to cancel out the cross talk on the 
center line. The model has been shown to predict line overshoot and under-
shoot due to mutual line to line cross talk. 
It should be noted that due to the current status of the code, the simu-
lations conducted in this chapter were run using raw data dumps of voltage 
ramps to simulate input signals during an event. A "event list" was used to 
generate high to low or low to high transitions. When the model is fully in-
corporated into a event driven simulation environment such as Network C, 
the event list would be replaced by events generated by the primary event 




The model presented in this thesis has been demonstrated to accu-
rately represent the behavior of multiple coupled microstrip lines. The 
model is unique in that it is designed to be easily incorporated into a mixed-
mode digital and analog simulation environment. This model should be par-
ticularly useful to High-Speed VLSI Digital Circuit Designers. Circuit inter-
connect timing verification can now be easily taken into account for both the 
line delay and cross talk behavior of multiple coupled microstrip lines. Reli-
ability Engineers may also use this model to analyze the duty cycle and 
magnitude of pulses generated by cross talk that push data lines above 5 
volts. Over a period of time the above 5 volt signals may lead to premature 
device failure. 
The programming methodology used to numerically solve the trans-
mission line behavior in the frequency domain and then superimpose the re-
sulting solutions in the time domain was discussed. It was shown that only 
three lines need to be simultaneously solved for a single transition. By limit-
ing the numerically intensive portions of the program to only a 3-line system 
per transition, CPU time is reduced. The use of solution superposition al-




The model was confirmed to give accurate results when compared to 
previous work. By using measured values of microstrip line capacitance in-
ductance and resistance, the model predicted the response of a .8 micron 
space 8-line microstrip system for various transition states. The resulting 
cross talk pushed adjacent line voltages well above and below their 5 volt or 
0 volt nominal values. The magnitude of the cross-talk signals simulated 
demonstrates the need for Digital Circuit Designers to investigate the na-
ture of the circuit interconnect behavior. 
Future work on this model should focus on improving the CPU effi-
ciency through improvement of the coding. Solution caching can also im-
prove the CPU efficiency. In practice, solutions may be used more than once 
in a given simulation. If the "state" of the line is identical to a transition 
that was previously solved for, then the model would simply "look-up" the 
solution and superimpose it as appropriate. Currently the model calculates 
the solution of the three-line system at every transition. 
A user-friendly interface for Network C applications should be devel-
oped so that this model can be easily used in mixed-signal applications. 
Currently this model requires that the interconnect parameters of capaci-
tance, resistance, and inductance be known. Ideally the user of the model 
would need only to enter values for the interconnect resistance per unit 
length, line width, line spacing, and dielectric constants of the medium. The 
model would then generate the capacitive, inductive and resistive matrices. 
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APPENDIX 
Measured values for the [R], [L], [G], and [C] matrices used in Chap-
ter4: 
60.0e-3 0.0 0.0 
[RJ = 0.0 60.0e-3 0.0 
0.0 0.0 60.0e-3 
1.941e-9 0.329e-9 0.0 
[L] = 0.329e-9 1.941e-9 0.329e-9 
0.0 0.329e-9 1.941e-9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
[G] = 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.400e-12 -0.422e-12 
[C] = -0.422e-12 1.400e-12 -0.422e-1 
0.0 
